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1. Introduction1

The relation between permeability and sorptivity has not received much at-2

tention in the literature of porous materials. Therefore, the paper of Be-3

navente et al. [1] is a valuable contribution, both for its theoretical analysis4

and for providing new data on these properties in a test set of rocks, mostly5

carbonates. In this Discussion we make some related observations on the6

topic. We employ the quantities and notation of [1], except that we use the7

sorptivity S rather than the “water absorption coefficient C by capillarity”8

in describing imbibition. The two are simply related since S = C/ρw where9

ρw is the density of water.10
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2. Scaling relations11

The sorptivity depends on both the permeability and the capillary suction12

of the medium. Its composite character is shown, for example, in the Green-13

Ampt expression for the sorptivity, S = (2φK|Ψ|)1/2, where φ is the volume-14

fraction porosity, K the permeability of the wetted zone, and Ψ the wet-front15

capillary pressure potential [2]. We may write this as16

S? = S/(γL/ηL)1/2 = (2φkp?)
1/2, (1)

where S? is the intrinsic sorptivity, γL and ηL the surface tension and vis-17

cosity of the imbibed liquid, and k = KηL/(ρLg) the intrinsic permeabil-18

ity of the wetted zone. We define the reduced wet-front capillary pressure19

p? = |Ψ|ρLg/γL, with ρL the density of the imbibed liquid. The dimensions20

of the main quantities are: S, [LT−1/2]; S?, [L1/2]; k, [L2]; and p?, [L−1].21

Although S? depends on both k and p?, the two latter quantities are highly22

correlated, since both are determined by the same underlying pore structure.23

The permeability k is proportional to the porosity φ, and varies as the square24

of some characteristic length of the pore system, say λ: that is, k ∼ φλ2. On25

the other hand, the capillary pressure p? ∼ 1/λ, and is independent of φ. It26

follows then that S? ∼ φλ1/2. These relations are well known, and can be27

traced back at least as far as [6] (see also [4, 2]). These scalings also imply28

the further relation k ∼ S4
?φ

−3.29
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3. Empirical correlations30

In [1], the authors test several empirical correlations between k, C, φ, and31

various measures of pore size such as a mean pore radius rM obtained by32

mercury intrusion porosimetry. Among the more successful of these, they33

find a best-fit regression equation k = ACaφb where A is a constant, a = 4.6,34

b = −2.1, with φ the open (connected) porosity, and for which R2 = 0.93.35

The sample size is small (n = 13), so that the standard uncertainties of36

the regression parameters are sizeable: a = 4.6 ± 0.5, and b = −2.1 ± 1.137

(these uncertainties are calculated from our own regression analysis on the38

logarithmic form of the data in [1]). Since S? ∼ C, this empirical regression39

equation is broadly consistent with the simple scaling k ∼ S4
?φ

−3 we derived40

earlier.41

4. Predictive models42

While simple scalings impose constraints on the functional form of relations43

between k, S?, φ, and other variables, they do not yield predictive models.44

For that, fully explicit relations are required, notably to identify the length-45

scale λ with a measurable property. In [1], the authors derive a predictive46

equation (their Eqn 10) to estimate k. They take the Lucas–Washburn equa-47

tion as their starting point, but their predictive equation does not depend on48

a tube-bundle permeability. The only structural assumptions are that the49

lengthscale λ = rT, the threshold pore radius, and that the reduced capil-50

lary pressure p? = 2 cos(θ)/λ, where θ is a notional contact angle, and hence51

cos(θ) is a wetting index. Neglecting partial-wetting effects for the moment,52
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we can set C = S?ρL(γL/ηL)1/2 to see that the predictive equation of [1] is53

the same as Eqn 1 above.54

5. Caveats55

1. The scalings that we have mentioned apply strictly only to groups of56

materials with geometrically similar microstructures. They are the ba-57

sis of the definition of Miller-similar or scale-heterogeneous materials58

in soil physics [3, 5]. Given that groups of real materials such as car-59

bonate rocks are not strictly similar in that sense, deviations from the60

predictive equation must be expected. Nonetheless, the agreement be-61

tween experimental and predicted permeability in [1] is impressive, and62

it will be of great interest to see the results of further tests.63

2. In using the scaling k ∼ S4
?φ

−3 to predict the conventional saturated64

permeability we assume implicitly that the state of saturation in cap-65

illary imbibition is the same as that in a test to measure the saturated66

permeability. This is not generally true, since the mean liquid con-67

tent of the wetted zone in imbibition is below saturation as a result68

of air-trapping. However, if the permeabilities of the two states are in69

constant ratio the scaling holds.70

3. In [1], the strong influence of wettability is rightly emphasized. Many71

carbonate rocks show evidence of partial (incomplete) wetting in im-72

bibition tests with water (see for example [2]). Wetting indices vary73

considerably from stone to stone, and no doubt depend as much on the74

sample history as on the mineralogy. We suggest that for the purposes75
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of estimating the permeability k from S?, the effects of partial wet-76

ting can be eliminated if S (and hence S?) is obtained not with water77

but with a low surface-tension liquid such as n-decane, where complete78

wetting is usually found.79
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